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B
ecause of their tunable optical gaps
and high absorption cross sections,
quantum-confined silicon quantum

dots (Si QDs) have been extensively studied
over the past decade as a promisingmaterial
for photovoltaic and photoluminescence
applications. In addition, their size can in-
fluence both the nanostructural morphol-
ogy and energy level alignments to improve
the corresponding metrics of short circuit
current and open circuit voltage.1 Further
efficiencies might even be realized because
Si QDs are known to facilitate multiple ex-
citon generation (MEG).2

Despite offering a panoply of promising
properties, the oxidation of quantum dots is
a primary obstacle to their incorporation in
new technologies. While bulk silicon will self-
passivatewith a stable oxide layer of approxi-
mately 3 nm,3 such a layer would amount
to the complete oxidation of quantum-
confined Si QDs.
For the largest of quantum-confineddots,

the oxide shell generates an interfacial stress
which mechanically restricts further oxida-
tion. For example, a stable 1.2 nm oxidation
shell measured for a 5 nm dot has been
attributed to such stress-induced stasis.3�5

For smaller QDs, however, the entire structure

would be oxidized because the requisite in-
terfacial stress cannot be generated.3 In any
case, even a thin oxide layer can have sig-
nificant optical and electronic consequences,
in particular, on altering photoluminescence.4

The oxidation of Si QDs is perceived as
being increasingly problematic as their size
decreases because of its greater impact on
optical and electronic properties.6�11 This
is unfortunate because there are several
motivations to push for monodispersed
assemblies at the small end of the quan-
tum-confined range. For instance, MEG effi-
ciency increases as dot size decreases12 and
so does the efficiency of exciton transport.13

In addition, smaller dots imply a more sig-
nificant role for surface termination, open-
ing up the design space even further. It
is therefore critical to identify a means
of preventing the oxidation of quantum-
confined Si QD, in particular, for dots in
the range of 1�2 nm.
A reasonable starting point is to consider

passivation strategies that work well on
planar Si surfaces. Provided that they have
sufficient kinetic energy to overcome any
energetic barriers encountered, O2 near
such surfaces will dissociate, break a pair
of nearby Si�Si bonds, and create new
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ABSTRACT First-principles computations have been carried out to predict that

appropriately terminated silicon quantum dots with diameters in the range of

1.2�2 nm will offer a superb resistance to oxidation. This is because surface

treatments can produce dangling bond defect densities sufficiently low that dots of

this size are unlikely to have any defect at all. On the other hand, these dots are large

enough that the severe angles between facets do not expose bonds that are

vulnerable to subsequent oxygen attack. The absence of both surface defects and

geometry-related vulnerabilities allows even very short passivating ligands to

generate an effective barrier, an important consideration for charge and exciton

transport within quantum dot assemblies. Our computations, which employ many-body perturbation theory using Green functions, also indicate that dots

within this size regime have optical and electronic properties that are robust to small amounts of inadvertent oxidation, and that any such oxygen

incorporation is essentially frozen in place.
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Si�O�Si arrangements. Terminating groups are cho-
sen to increase the energy barriers associated with this
process. For instance, hydrogen is a common Si passi-
vant even though O2 can dissociate and form Si�O�Si
at back bonds in a single step that has a negligible
barrier at room temperature.14 This barrier increases
rapidly with surface coverage, though, and because
the mobility of O is low, it is possible to achieve stable
surfaces that exhibit submonolayer O coverage.14 Sig-
nificantly, this level of protection is only achieved in the
absence of surface defects.15 Surface dangling bonds, in
particular, can greatly reduce the dissociative barrier
(Ea

dis) for O adsorption. An alternative to hydrogen is
methyl termination which has an initial Ea

dis > 2.5 eV,14

but this value presumes an absence of surface defects
as well. The same defect issue arises for termination
groups, such as siloxanes, which are expected to
otherwise provide superb shield for Si QDs.16�19

The defect issue can be covered up by using longer
ligands, through which oxygen must penetrate to
reach the defect, for achieving a more robust layer of
protection. However, the photovoltaic (PV) applica-
tions with QDs cannot afford this luxury; the ligand
must be short enough to ensure sufficient charge
mobility in Si QD networks to efficiently collect photo-
excited carriers.20,21 An alternate strategy must there-
fore be invoked wherein the defects themselves are
eliminated to the greatest possible extent, allowing
short ligands to adequately protect the QD surfaces.
Recent electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) ex-

periments with H-terminated Si QDs on the large side
of the 1�5 nm range indicate that their dangling bond
densities are typically very high. Quenching of the EPR
signal, as well as the reappearance of light emission on
short time scales after exposure to ambient environ-
ment, reflects a corresponding rapid initial oxidation at
these surface defect sites for H passivation.22�26 For
both dots and bulk surfaces, the density of these
defects can be reduced by orders of magnitude with
proper surface treatment, but this defect density in
dots translates into a logarithmic relationship between
dot diameter and the number of defects. EPR analysis
has been used to quantify the relation between the
number of surface dangling bonds, NDB, and dot
diameter, d.27 For dots subjected to a combination of
either hydrogen fluoride (HF) etching and annealing or
HF etching and hydrosilylation, the reported relation is

NDB ¼ 2:0� 10�4d3 (1)

with the dot diameter given in nanometers. This fit is
shown in Figure 1 along with the original data points
from Niesar et al.27 In assemblies of 2 nm dots, then,
only one in a thousand will have dangling bond
defects. It is worth emphasizing that the surface defect
density resulting from the HF plus hydrosilylation
treatment is not size-dependent, implying that QD

assemblies can be generated for which most of the
dots have no defects at all.
The solution to QD oxidationwould apparently be to

make dots sufficiently small so that their defect-free
surfaces can be adequately passivated with short
ligands. However, the surfaces of small dots have facets
meeting at more severe angles; therefore, they expose
vulnerable bonds that are rapidly oxidized even in the
absence of any defects. For instance, the oxidation rate
of dots with diameters of less than 5 nm was observed
to be significantly greater than that for bulk Si.4,7,28 We
therefore seek to identify the size range of quantum-
confined Si QDs for which there are neither surface
defects nor geometry-induced oxidation vulnerabil-
ities. A first-principles computational approach is used
to consider 1�2 nm Si QDs terminated by hydrogen
(H), CH3, and siloxane networks. Within this setting, the
oxidation barriers for three activated processes are calcu-
lated: adsorption of oxygenmolecules; lateral hopping of
adsorbed O; and inward hopping of adsorbed O.
Our results indicate that any O adsorbed onto the

surfaces of extremely small dots (d < nm) will be frozen
within Si backbonds. However, there exist many sus-
ceptible entry points for O incorporation into the dot
structure, and this is independent of the terminating
surface group considered. The adsorption barrier for
these vulnerable sites increases sharply with dot size,
though, exhibiting a very fast convergence toward that
of the bulk surface. Pragmatically speaking, properly
treated dots with diameters greater than 1.2 nm, which
are subsequently terminatedwith CH3 or siloxanes, will
be unlikely to oxidize at room temperature on mean-
ingful application time scales. Since less than one out
of a thousand such dots with d < 2 nm would have
surface defects,27 we conclude that the 1.2�2 nm size
range is optimal for optoelectronic applications. Further-
more, our computations show that a small amount of
inadvertent oxidation of methyl-terminated dots will
have a negligible effect on their optical gaps and will
actually enhance the band edge optical absorption.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In contrast to bulk Si, the surface atoms of Si QDs
have distinct local geometries that react differently to

Figure 1. Number of dangling bond defects per Si QD as a
function of the mean dot diameter for HF þ annealed
treated Si QDs.27
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the presence of oxygen. In particular, these atoms can
be shared by one, two, or three surface facets. Our
calculations indicate that corner sites (those shared by
three facets) are themost vulnerable to oxidationwhile
those shared only by one facet are the most resistant.
As the dot size increases, the percentage of corner sites
reduces dramatically, resulting in sharply enhanced
resistance to oxidation. We show this first for Si35 dots
(d = 1.0 nm) that turn out to be too small to resist
oxygen attack. Dots only slightly bigger though, the
Si66 dots (d = 1.2 nm), are then analyzed and found to

offer oxidation resistance very similar to that of defect-
free, bulk surfaces. Three passivants are considered:
hydrogen, methyl, and siloxane networks. We have
also investigated the lateral and inward diffusion of O
atoms adsorbed onto these two dots and compared
the associated optical and electronic properties with
those that are free of any oxygen.

Si35 Dots Are Vulnerable. The Si35 dots have only three
types of inequivalent surface bonds, apex, ridge, and
face, as illustrated in Figure 2. Each of these can be
oxidized through barrierless direct dissociative paths

Figure 2. Three types of inequivalent surface bonds on H (a�c) and siloxane network (d�f) terminated Si35: apex (green),
ridge (blue), and face (purple). The remaining Si atoms are tan, H atoms are white, C atoms are gray, and O atoms are red.

Figure 3. Final state configurations of three barrierless dissociative adsorption paths for the first O2 on Si35H36.
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that result in pairs of Si�O�Si bonds, and the config-
urations of the three final states with O atoms sitting at
the Si�Si backbonds are shown in Figure 3. The cover-
age dependence of activation energy was also inves-
tigated by considering geometries wherein all but
one pair of surface bonds are oxidized. The activation
barriers are still zero so that O coverage offers no
additional protection to these vulnerable sites.

The situation is different for CH3-passivated dots of
the same size, Si35(CH3)36, because the much stronger
steric repulsion between CH3 ligands and the incoming
O2 molecule forces the oxidation of back bonds to
become a three-step process, as shown in Figure 4:
(i) formation of C�O�O�H intermediate by inserting
O2 to the C�H bond; (ii) decomposition of C�O�O�H
into C�OHandCdO intermediates; and (iii) hopping of
O atoms from the ligand to Si�Si backbonds. Here it is

only the apex sites that are vulnerable, offering no
barrier to oxidation. The total barriers (Ea

dis) for ridge/
ridge and ridge/face oxidation are 1.2 and 1.6 eV,
respectively. Aside from the geometry-induced apex
site vulnerability, methyl passivation therefore pro-
vides much better protection against oxidation than
does H, in agreement with our previous analysis of bulk
Si surfaces.14 The coverage dependence of apex oxida-
tion was investigated by allowing oxygen to occupy
back bond sites on five of the six apexes, as illu-
strated in Figure 5. Oxidation attack on the remain-
ing apex site was found to have a barrierless second
step, but the activation energies for the first and
third steps rise to 1.3 and 0.7 eV, respectively. This is
due to the more compact structure of both ligands
and back bonds around the initially unoxidized apex
bond.

In general, processes that must overcome a barrier
greater than 1.2 eV are unlikely to occur in an ambient
environment, using a characteristic reaction time
(Table 1) at room temperature estimated by the Ar-
rhenius equationwith the prefactor of 1013�1015 s�1.15

For both H and CH3 passivation, each hydrogen or
methyl is bonded to individual Si atoms, a termination
referred to as being “zero-dimensional”. Siloxane
networks,16�19 on the other hand, can be of higher
dimension such as the “one-dimensional” scheme
shown in Figure 6 (left and right panels). Here, termi-
nating moieties bridge between pairs of Si atoms, in
this case characterized by triangular and hexagonal
ring networks. This complex passivation scheme ex-
hibits three types of surface bonds for Si35, as shown in
Figure 2d�f. Similar to themethyl passivation, the apex
bonds can be attacked by O2 through a barrierless
dissociative path, but the remaining 75% of surface
bonds are well-shielded by the siloxane cap. Like the
methyl-passivated dots, ridge bonds offer a higher

Figure 4. Energy diagram of three-step reaction paths for
O2 incorporation in Si35(CH3)36 with transition states labeled
as TS: (a) O2 far away from the dot; (b) formation of
C�O�O�H intermediate; (c) formation of C�OH or CdO
intermediates; and (d) insertion of O into the Si core. The
inset figures with blue, red, and green frames present the
final state configuration of the associated paths with the
same color. The small inset figures show the initial and
intermediate structures.

Figure 5. Initial and final configurations of O2 incorporation into Si35(CH3)36O10 with all but one pair of the apex bonds
oxidized in the initial configuration and the last apex site oxidized in the final configuration.
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resistance to oxidation than do apex bonds. For dots
with high geometry-induced vulnerability, the protec-
tion offered by such siloxane networks will correlate
with the degree towhich the network is able to form an
encompassing shield.

Si66 Dots Are Protected. The QD surface exposes vul-
nerable bonds, so the barriers to oxidation are not
expected to ever exceed those of planar surfaces. This
is certainly the case for hydrogen passivation, where
planar surfaces do not offer a barrier to initial oxygen
attack,14 and Si66H64 dots were found to be vulnerable
at all sites. However, the vulnerability induced by QD
surface geometry that is observed for methyl-passivated
apex bonds is not present in those only slightly larger
in size. In contrast to the smaller dots, and in keeping
with bulk surface treatments, only partial coverage
with methyl is possible due to steric hindrance. For
instance, Si66(CH3)40H24 dots offer an apex site barrier
of 2.3 eV, close to the bulk value of 3.0 eV for methyl-
terminated flat Si(111) surfaces.14 Figure 7 compares
the energy profiles for methyl-passivated Si35, Si66, and
a Si(111) surface. Larger facet angles at QD surfaces

rapidly increase the barriers to the first two oxidation
steps due to steric repulsion, except that Si66(CH3)40H24

offers the highest barrier in the third oxidation step as a
result of the surface geometry-induced compression of
the Si�Si back bonds.

This has remarkable implications for the protection
of QDs from oxidation. Just as for bulk surfaces, hydro-
gen passivation does not offer any barrier to initial
oxidation,14 although the barrier increases rapidly with
the surface coverage of oxygen in both settings. For
methyl and siloxane passivation, only Si QDs with a
diameter less than 1.2 nm will be oxidized significantly
faster than bulk Si surfaces, while QDs with d > 1.2 nm
provide strong oxidation resistance nearly identical to
that of (defect-free) bulk surfaces. As reproduced in
Figure 1 using Niesar's experimental data,27 it is possi-
ble to prepare quantum dots in the 1.2�2 nm range so
that only one dot in a thousand has surface defects.
Although these are for the H passivation, the resulting
dots can be subsequently passivated with either
methyl or siloxane networks. We therefore predict this
to be a sweet spot size regime for the synthesis of
robust Si QDs. This optimal size range of 1.2�2.0 nm
is within the reach of current synthesis technologies.
For example, Ozin's group has successfully separated
the colloidally stable allylbenzene-capped silicon nano-
crystals into several visible emitting monodisperse
fractions in the range of 1�5 nm in diameter.29

Lateral and Inward Diffusion of O in Si QDs. Thus far, only
the energy barriers to initial oxidation have been
considered, but the experimentally measured effective

energy barriers typically include lateral and inward
diffusion of O atoms. Coverage-dependent barriers to

TABLE 1. Activation Energy and Its Characteristic Time at

293 K Calculated Using the Arrhenius Equationa

Ea (eV) τ1 τ2

1.2 506 days 5 days
1.1 10 days 2 h
1.0 4 h 3 min
0.9 5 min 3 s

a Characteristic times τ1 and τ2 are associated with prefactors of 10
13 and 1015 s�1,

respectively.

Figure 6. Small quantum-confined Si QDs illustrating passivation with H (top), CH3þ H (bottom), and siloxane networks (left
and right). Si atoms are shown in tan, green, and blue, O atoms are red, C atoms are gray, and H atoms are white.
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such motion can sharply decrease the rate at which
first stage oxidation occurs, so the stability of small dots
that have been partially oxidized is important to con-
sider. Though computationally prohibitive, it would be
useful to calculate a global effective barrier defined as
the average of the energy barriers associated with a
complete monolayer of QD oxidation. This could be
directly compared with experimental data. Instead, we
introduce a local effective barrier (Ea

eff) as the minimum
activation energy for oxidizing a pair of neighboring Si
bonds. This pragmatic reduction in scope can still be
used to estimate trends associated with the global
effective barrier. The requisite analysis is carried out
for Si35.

Geometric restrictions that derive from the propor-
tion and arrangement of surface site types are of
central importance in determining Ea

eff at each position
on the surface. For example, there is no barrier for the
oxidation of a single ridge site on Si35(CH3)36, but there
are 24 ridge bonds and only 12 apex bonds in total. As a
result, complete oxidation of ridge sites requires other
oxidation routes and/or surface hopping, and the
resulting effective barrier is then greater than zero
even with coverage dependence ignored.

Our analysis of Si35H36 indicates that Ea
eff is zero for

all surface bonds on Si35H36, so all of these bonds will

rapidly oxidize. As summarized in Table 2, if H is
replaced with CH3 or siloxane, the proportion of such
barrierless sites reduces to 75 and 25%, respectively.
The calculated values of Ea

eff could qualitatively explain
the inhomogeneous surface oxidation observed in the
evolution of the FTIR spectrum.7 In addition, they also
show a trend consistent with experimental results that
siloxane offers the best protection tomonolayer oxida-
tion, followed by methyl and then hydrogen.16,18,19,30

Figure 8 summarizes the energy diagram for acces-
sing the hard-to-oxidize surface bonds on H, CH3, and
siloxane-terminated Si35 through progressive diffusion
from susceptible sites with zero barrier. Every hopping
event is energetically unfavorable except for ridge-to-
face hops on siloxane-terminated dots. The barriers to
all lateral and inward hops are greater than 2 eV,
implying that the O atoms are effectively frozen at
room temperature.

Apex-to-ridge and ridge-to-face hops on Si35H36

have barriers of 3.4 and 2.8 eV, respectively. Since the
lateral hopping barrier on the H�Si(111) is 2.5 eV,
surface hopping on dots larger than Si35 is expected
to encounter barriers in the 2.5�3.4 eV range. This
range would be larger for dots passivated with methyl
and siloxane. Analysis also indicates that inward diffu-
sion is more difficult on Si35 than for flat Si(111) with
surface distortion on the dot adding an additional
0.9 eV to Ea

inw. In addition, while inward hopping could
follow any adsorption event on Si(111), access to
internal QD bonds must start from face bonds
(Figure 2c,f). This requires that a specific chain of
adsorption and diffusion steps be followed. Since
Ea
inw = 2.8 eV for H�Si(111),14 we expect that the inward
barrier for any Si QDs with d > 1.0 nm is in the range of
2.8�3.7 eV.

This analysis of lateral and inward hopping indi-
cates that O atoms will be frozen on the surface of
otherwise defect-free passivated Si QDs, regardless of
their size. Of course, surface dangling bonds could

Figure 7. Energy diagram of three-step reaction paths
for O2 adsorption on Si35(CH3)36, Si66(CH3)40H24, and CH3-
terminated Si(111) surface with transition states labeled as
TS. The configuration of the system evolves with (a) O2 far
away from the dot; (b) formation of C�O�O�H intermedi-
ate; (c) formation of C�OH or CdO intermediates; and (d)
insertion of O into the Si core. The insets are initial and final
configurations for O2 adsorption on an apex bond of
Si66(CH3)40H24.

TABLE 2. Percent of Surface Oxidized, P, and Associated

Effective Barrier, Ea (in eV), for Apex, Ridge, and Face

Bonds of H, CH3, and Siloxane-Terminated Si QDs (The

Brackets Denote a Range of Barriers Where Multiple

Pathways Exist)

Si QD Ea
apex Papex Ea

ridge Pridge Ea
face Pface

Si35H36 0.0 25.0 0.0 50.0 0.0 25.0
Si35(CH3)36 0.0 25.0 (0.0,1.6) 50.0 1.6 25.0
Si35(silo)36 0.0 25.0 2.5 50.0 4.5 25.0

Figure 8. Energy diagram for accessing the hard-to-oxidize
surface bonds and interior bonds on H, CH3, and siloxane-
terminated Si35 through progressive diffusion from suscep-
tible sites: apex bonds (green), ridge bonds (blue), face
bonds (purple), and interior bonds. TS indicates a transition
state.
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change this dramatically, and previous theoretical
analyses31 have found much lower lateral and inward
diffusion barriers within such settings.

Stability of the Optical and Electronic Properties of the
Oxidized Si QDs. For small Si QDs, the effect of surface
passivation on photoelectronic properties are crucial
for their applications in photovoltaics, photolumines-
cences, etc. While the optical properties are mostly
maintained regardless of these surface terminations,
optical stability could be enhanced dramatically by
silanization.16,30

According to our calculations, defect-free Si35 dots
terminated with hydrogen, methyl, and siloxane will
rapidly develop stable oxidized surface bonds with
fractions of 100, 75, and 25%, respectively. It is there-
fore of interest to determine the effect of these oxygen
atoms on the optical properties of such dots. Figure 9
summarizes the optical absorption spectra for all three
terminations, and the corresponding quasiparticle (QP)
energy levels of the highest occupied (HOMO) and
the lowest unoccupied (LUMO) molecular orbitals are
listed in Table 3. While the surface oxidation of Si35H36

blue shifts the optical gap by 3.2 eV, consistent with

previous experiments,6,32 the absorption edge is rela-
tively stable in the partially oxidized dots (up to 75%
coverage) with methyl termination. For the CH3 passi-
vation, interestingly, the oscillator strength near the
absorption edge is strengthened significantly by oxi-
dation; in addition, the HOMO and LUMO energies are
lowered by 1.5 and 0.9 eV, respectively. In contrast, for
the siloxane passivation, while the stability of the
HOMO/LUMO level toward oxidation is greatly im-
proved, as well, compared with H passivation, the
change in absorption intensity near the optical gap is
not as dramatic as that for methylated dots.

Although it is unlikely that the defect-free, methyl-
passivated Si66 dots adsorb oxygen, we have investi-
gated a representative structure with all apex bonds
(33%) oxidized. Even at this very high level of oxidation,
the change in optical gap is negligible, as shown in
Figure 10. For this Si QD with a diameter of 1.2 nm, no
significant absorption peaks are observed up to 4.5 eV,
in reasonable agreement with experimental value of
4.3 eV for 1.8 nm Si QDs,32 considering different di-
electric environments. On the other hand, the strength
of the optical absorption edge is enhanced consider-
ably. Although the HOMO/LUMO levels decrease by
0.6/0.7 eV, a smaller shift is expected for lower O
coverage. For dots bigger than Si66, the optical and
electronic properties were expected to change even
less for the same fraction of O coverage.

Figure 9. Optical absorption spectra of Si35H36, Si35(CH3)36,
and siloxane Si35 with no oxidation (blue) and predicted
stable fraction of oxidation (green). Only 2 eV ranges at the
absorption edges are shown.

TABLE 3. Quasiparticle HOMO/LUMO Levels of Si35H36,

Si35(CH3)36, and Si35(silo)36 with No Oxidation and

Predicted Stable Fraction of Oxidation

Si QDs HOMO (eV) LUMO (eV)

Si35H36 �8.20 �1.46
Si35H36O48 �9.81 1.58
Si35(CH3)36 �7.03 �0.68
Si35(CH3)36O36 �8.54 �1.54
siloxane-Si35 �7.90 �2.86
siloxane-Si35O12 �7.65 �2.76

Figure 10. Optical absorption spectra of Si66(CH3)40H24with
no oxidation (black) and all apex bonds oxidized (gray). The
inset shows the HOMO/LUMO levels of the corresponding
systems.
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The stability of optical and electronic properties
against oxidation for methyl-terminated Si66 can be
understood by the real space variation in excitonic
wave functions due to the appearance of Si�O�Si
bonds and the induced strain. The electron�hole
interaction is known to be as large as ∼1 eV in these
confined systems, thus the product of two associated
QPwave functions can not well represent the excitonic
wave function. Nevertheless, the distribution of the
HOMOand LUMOorbitals, plotted in Figure 11, can still
shed light on the modification in optical properties
with respect to oxidation. When all of the corner bonds
are oxidized, the HOMO of the dot shrinks to avoid
the oxidized bonds, as shown in Figure 11b, while
the LUMO becomes more delocalized, as shown in
Figure 11d. The compensation of these two effects
results in stable optical gap under oxidation, as well as
high edge absorption intensity due to the larger over-
lap between the HOMO/LUMO wave functions. Be-
sides, the more extended LUMO wave function might
strengthen the electron coupling between neighbor-
ing dots, leading to higher electron mobility.

CONCLUSIONS

Afirst-principlesanalysis combinedwithpreviousexperi-
mental data suggests thatmethyl- and siloxane-coated

Si QDs with diameters between 1.2 and 2.0 nm are of
optimal size for resisting oxidation. The upper bound is
determined by experiments which indicate that less
than 0.1% of such dots will have defects,27 and our
computational study provides the lower bound below
which the more open structures expose vulnerable Si
bonds considerably. Surprisingly, methylated 1.2 nm
dots have a minimum oxidation barrier of 2.4 eV,
close to the 3.0 eV barrier offered by (defect-free) bulk
CH3�Si(111) surfaces.
Our computational investigation has also estab-

lished that O atoms are essentially frozen in place for
all of the Si QDs considered, with both lateral and
inward diffusion barriers higher than 2 eV. This implies
that unlikely oxidation events for dots within the
optimum size range will be self-limited. Moreover, this
small amount of inadvertent O adsorption has only a
weak influence on optical gapwhile actually increasing
the absorption intensity at the gap edge.
Current design paradigms seek to reduce oxidation

rates by creating assemblies of relatively large Si QDs
with long ligand terminations. While oxygen dissocia-
tion into the Si back bond sites is slowed within this
paradigm, it comes at the price of hindering efficient
charge transfer called for in both solar cells and LEDs.
The results of the present study suggest an alternative

Figure 11. HOMO (Purple) and LUMO (blue) of Si66(CH3)40H24without oxidation (a,c) andwith (b,d) 33%oxygen coverage. The
values of the isosurfaces are 0.01 Å�3/2 for all cases.
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design paradigm in which the assemblies with small
QDs and short ligands can be used to create robust QD

assemblies with the prospect of excellent transport
properties.13

METHODS
Our DFT calculations employed an all-electron approach with

the exchange and correlation using the generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) formulatedbyPerdew,Burke, andErnzerhof
(PBE33) and a real-space numerical atomic orbital basis imple-
mented in Dmol package.34 A double numeric plus d-orbital basis
and an octupole expansionwere used, which have been tested to
be well converged. All ground state structures were relaxed until
the maximum atomic force is less than 0.05 eV/Å.
To determine oxidation barriers, a synchronous transition (ST)

state searching method35 was used. In each ST circle, a series of
single-point energy calculations were performed on a set of
interpolated structures, and the configuration with maximum
energy provides an estimate for the transition state geometry. A
conjugate gradient (CG) minimization was followed by a quad-
ratic synchronous transition (QST) analysis, and the process was
repeated until the root-mean-square forces on all atoms are less
than 0.27 eV/Å. To ensure that the SCF loops of interpolated
structures converge, a tiny smearing of 0.027 eVwas used. Then,
a Hessian analysis was implemented on the estimated TS.
Eventually, the final optimization of the TS and the associated
energy barrier was carried out using the eigenvector following
(EF) analysis36 that applies a Newton-like algorithm to search for
the energy maximum along a single (unstable) normal mode
and the minimum along all others. The EF stops when at least
two of the following criteria are satisfied: the maximum energy
change is less than 2.7 � 10�5 eV, the maximum force is less
than 0.05 eV/Å and the maximum displacement is less than
0.005 Å. The reliability of this suite of transition state methods
for oxidation energy barriers on Si surfaces has been carefully
examined in our previous publication.14

In order to obtain accurate optical properties, we applied the
many-body perturbation theory within the GW approximation
to obtain energy levels of QP states,37,38 wherein the self-energy
is estimated by the product of the single-particle Green function
(G) and the screened Coulomb interaction (W). Excitonic effects
and electron�hole interactions are then taken into account by
constructing the two-particle Green functions using linear
combinations of the calculated QP pairs. Then excitonic states
and energies are computed via solving the Bethe�Salpeter
equation (BSE),38 and optical spectra are evaluated accordingly.
Our GW-BSE calculations were carried out using the RGWBS
package.38 The grid spacing is 0.3 Å, while the boundary radius
is 12 Å, ensuring that the surface-to-surface distances between
mirror dots are larger than 8 Å, so that the unphysical dot-to-dot
interaction is negligible. We performed non-self-consistent
G0WF calculations, wherein the screened Coulomb interaction
W is obtainedwithin the time-dependent adiabatic local density
approximation (TD-ALDA) along with the vertex correction. The
quasiparticle states were obtained by direct diagonalization.
The convergence with number of orbitals included in the basis
for GW/BSE computations is carefully tested, and the results
assert that 130 valence states and 130 conduction states are
sufficient to obtain converged absorption spectra.
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